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Summary
The Diode Energy Array Converter (DEAC) Project will design, develop, produce and test a number
of sample IC array’s to prove the viability of using massive arrays of zero-bias, backward tunnel
Schottky diodes to harvest minute levels of Johnson noise and other RF and thermal energy from the
atmosphere. Although relatively small, this power level is sufficient for powering many low power
devices like smart phones, MP3 players, sensors, flashlights, and many other electronic devices. Use
of the resultant high density IC’s would obviate the need for batteries or recharging of cell phones
and other low power devices, dramatically expanding the growth of communications and cell phone
use across the planet, particularly in third world countries. It would also allow us to replace the
kerosene lantern used across the planet for illumination and student reading, breathing in the fumes
and carbon emissions.
This effort has been under exploration at IRI since the discovery in 2003 that semiconductor
junctions exhibit measurable Johnson noise at any temperature, including microdegrees above
absolute zero. This discovery has been explored by the project director and other scientists, for the
purpose of developing a new, low cost solid state renewable energy source, and confirmed by
independent lab testing. Though the evidence of this phenomenon has been in the literature for years,
only a twenty-year-old patent by Charles Brown, US #3,890,161, teaches the basic technique for
creating a suitable array of diodes for harvesting this energy. These massive arrays of diodes
effectively rectify this noise to create a sustaining, self powered solid-state electricity source worthy
of 21st century energy demands. (Note: “rectification” in electrical terms is the process of converting
AC electrical oscillations, including random noise and other oscillations, into usable DC electricity.)
Selection of Certain Diodes for Energy Conversion
In response to the inquiry from Chief Scientist Dennis Bushnell of
NASA-Langley who recently asked Tom Valone about the extraction of
energy from the quantum vacuum, after becoming aware of his book,
Zero Point Energy: The Fuel of the Future, He replied that the main
discovery that he made is that there exists a class of diodes (rectifiers)
that operate at “zero-bias” (no voltage applied to make them work) and
operate up into microwave frequencies. These Schottky type diodes are
suitable for generating minute levels of electrical current from thermal
fluctuations, environmental electromagnetic field (EMF) pollution, and
from the ‘zero point energy’ quantum vacuum because of natural
nonthermal electrical fluctuations (Johnson noise).
Peer-reviewed journal articles already document electron tunneling at
zero voltage ("zero bias"). Several microwave diodes also exhibit this feature. Looking in the noise
level (1/f noise or Johnson noise) is where thermal and non-thermal energy manifests. As to the
nonthermal fluctuations, Practical Conversion of Zero Point Energy from the Quantum Vacuum
for the Performance of Useful Work is a useful reference.1 Nature has also been helpful since
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Johnson noise in th
he diodes iss also generrated at thee junction iitself and thherefore, requires no
minimum
m signal to in
nitiate the co
onduction in one directioon.
Relevantt Patent Sea
arch
The follo
owing US paatents are thee most signifficant in connversion of thhermal and nnon-thermal (zero
point quaantum vacuu
um energy orr ZPE): "Recctifying Therrmal Electric Noise" by Charles Brrown
#3,890,161, whose in
ntegrated miicron-sized diode
d
array i s seen below
w, and #4,7004,622 by Caapasso,
2
which acctually ackno
owledges ZP
PE for its fun
nctional conttribution. Capasso is ann IBM engineeer and
indicates that his tunn
neling devicce only work
ks if ZPE is ppresent, mucch like what Planck discoovered a
century ago
a and Koch detected decades
d
ago in
i the lab (K
Koch, 1982). I tend to thiink that metaal-metal
nanodiod
des probably
y will be a po
opular brand
d for ZPE usaage with milllipore sheett assembly, aas Brown
suggests.. I also cite the
t work of Yasamoto,
Y
et
e al. (2004, S
Science, 3044:1944) coveering peptidee
moleculaar photodiod
des just 1 nm
m across -- an
nother exampple of a moleecular tool ffor studying this zero
point eneergy that sho
ows up on the molecular level.
me lines wheen in 2002
Dr. Peterr Hagelstein, who workeed with Enecco, Inc. wass thinking allong the sam
he patentted his "Theermal Diod
de for Energgy Converssion" (US
Patent #6
6,396,191), which uses a thermopille bank of thhermionic
diodes. These are sligghtly differennt, more likee thermocouuples, than
the diod
des that iss presentedd in this proposal. However,
Hagelsteiin's diodes ar
are so efficieent that he prredicts that, with only
a 10C tem
mperature diifference, a w
water pool oof six meterss on a side
could sup
pply the elecctricity for a house. He aalso suggestss their use
as "efficiency boostters" for aaugmenting the perform
mance of
electric orr hybrid carss.
Brown #3,890,161 patented diode array
using
u
Millipore sheets
s

Other diodes whichh exhibit thee ability to rectify EM
MF energy
include the
t class of "backward diodes" whiich operate with zero
bias (no external pow
wer supply in
nput). (See US
U patent #66,635,907 "T
Type II Interrband Heteroostructure
Backwarrd Diodes" and
a also US patent #6,87
70,417 "Circcuit for Losss-Less Diodde Equivalennt") These
have beeen used in microwave detection for
fo decades but have nnever been ttested for thhermal or
nontherm
mal fluctuatio
on conversio
on dependin
ng on their operating ffrequency raange. Theree is every
reason to
o presume th
hey include such ZPE radiation connversion in ttheir everydday operationn but it is
unnoticed
d with other EMF energy being so much
m
larger iin amplitudee. US Patent 6,635,907 ffrom HRL
Laborato
ories describees a diode with
w a very desirable,
d
"hhighly nonlinnear portion of the I-V ccurve near
zero biass." These dio
odes producee a significan
nt current off electrons w
when microw
waves in the gigahertz
range aree present. Another
A
exaample is US
S Patent #5,,930,133 froom Toshiba entitled, "R
Rectifying
device fo
or achieving
g a high pow
wer efficienccy." They usse a ‘tunnel diode’ in thhe backwardd mode so
that "the turn-on volltage is zero." Could theere be a bettter device foor small volttage ZPE fluuctuations
that don'tt like to jump
p big barrierrs?

Custom
m Made Zerro Bias Dio
odes
In 1994, Smoliner reeported, for the first tim
me, resonant tunneling w
while applyinng no voltagge at all to
dimensional quantum weells that his team had crreated. They used “anharrmonic oscilllation” to
the one-d
2

Note: ww
ww.google.com
m/patents is a good
g
source off printable pateents in PDF forrmat.
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substitutee for zero point
p
energy
y, which theey ignored ““for simpliciity” though it was pow
wering the
tunneling
g of their electrons
e
in
n each welll. The figgure below shows the remarkablee German
achievem
ment, where the
t electronss prefer a zerro voltage biias for the best results.

A complletely passiv
ve, unampliffied zero biaas diode connverter/detecctor for milllimeter (GH
Hz) waves
was deveeloped by HRL
H
Labs in
n 2006 undeer a DARPA
A contract, utilizing an Sb-based ""backward
tunnel diiode" (BTD)). It is reporrted to be a "true zero-bbias diode" tthat does noot have signiificant 1/f
noise wh
hen it is unam
mplified. It was
w develop
ped for a "fieeld radiometter" to "colleect thermallyy radiated
power" (in
( other words, 'night vision').
v
The diode arrayy mounting aallows a feeed from hornn antenna,
which fu
unctions as a passive co
oncentrating
g amplifier. The importaant clue is tthe "noise eequivalent
power" (N
NEP) of 1.1 pW per roo
ot hertz (pico
owatts are a trillionth off a watt) and the "noise eequivalent
temperatu
ure differencce" of 10K, which indiccate a sensitiivity to Johnnson noise, tthe source off which is
known to
o be ZPE. Perhaps
P
HRL
L Labs will consider addapting the innvention forr passive theermal and
nontherm
mal zero-poin
nt energy generation (Ly
ynch, et al., 22006).
Another invention developed in 2005 by
y the Univversity of C
California S
Santa Barbaara is the
"semimetal-semicond
ductor rectiifier" for similar appliications, too rival the metal-semicconductor
(Schottky
y) diodes that are more commonly known for m
microwave ddetection. Thhese zero biias diodes
can operrate at room
m temperature and have a NEP of aabout 0.1 pW
W but a higgh "RF-to-D
DC current
responsiv
vity" of abou
ut 8 A/W (am
mperes per watt).
w
Most importantly, the inventoors claim thaat the new
diodes arre about 20 dB
d more sen
nsitive than the
t best avaiilable zero-bbias diodes ffrom Hewlettt-Packard
(Young et
e al., 2005).
There alsso have been
n other inven
ntions such as
a "single ellectron transistors" that aalso have "thhe highest
signal to
o noise ratiio" near zerro bias. Fu
urthermore, "ultrasensitiive" devices that convvert radio
frequencies have beeen invented that
t
operate at outer spaace temperattures (3 degrrees above zzero point:
3K). Theese devices are
a tiny nano
otech devices so it is posssible that loots of them ccould be asseembled in
arrays to
o produce ZP
PE electricitty and therm
mal fluctuati on electricitty with signnificant poweer density
(Brennin
ng et al., 2006
6).
Other dev
vices which also will pro
ovide the fueelless electriical energy ffor cars, plannes and hom
mes by
simply ussing zinc oxide or titaniu
um oxide film
ms that can convert ambbient heat intto electricityy, as used
in photov
voltaic panells. A few rep
ports indicate that these w
work reliablly for years. Such solid-sstate
diode con
nverters willl also grab th
he thermal flluctuations aand nontherm
rmal ZPE in the process and
thereforee can work in
n outer spacee, even witho
out solar expposure, for sspaceships annd extraterreestrial
settlemen
nts during du
ust storms an
nd overnightt. More inforrmation on Z
ZPE and alteernate energyy
4

conversio
on methods is contained
d in Valone’ss second boook, Zero Poinnt Energy: T
The Fuel of tthe
Future.
Recent developments in nanootechnology assure us tthat the conntemplated
shrunk in siize with no lloss of poweer density,
diode arrray can be significantly
s
as comp
pared to thee Brown pattent estimatte for exam
mple (Charlees Brown
#3,890,1
161) from th
hirty years aago. Brown suggests thaat metal-mettal diodes
probably
y will be a popular bbrand for Z
ZPE usage with millipore sheet
assembly
y. While Brrown patentted his invenntion back iin 1975, hiss idea has
been rev
vived and rejjuvenated byy Kuriyamaa’s “Method
d for Manufacturing
a Semicconductor Device” US
S Patent ##7,183,127 w
which cites Brown’s
patent and
a others with
w similar cylindricallly shaped pores for p-nn junction
design. It
I is encouraaging to notee that Kuriyaama’s preferrred range off diameter
for each
h cylindricall diode is nnot smaller than 1 nanoometer (nm)) and not
larger th
han 10 nm, an order of m
magnitude sm
maller than B
Brown.

Updated
U
version of
o a Brown’s p-n junction (a) diode
d
array (38) and (b) with paarallel conductorrs (39) added (K
Kuriyama, A.,
Miyata, H., Otto,
O
A., Ogawa, M., Okura, H., Fukutani, K., and Den, T., “M
Method for Mannufacturing a Seemiconductor
Device”, U.S. Patent 7,183,12
27, Feb. 27, 200
07, Fig. 4D and 44E).

In additiion, several references are cited for nano-hoole and nanno-wire connstruction teechniques,
especially
y with regaard to p-n or
o p-i-n jun
nctions. A ttypical exam
mple of aluuminum-siliccon nanostructures has achiev
ved an averag
ge diameter of 3 nm perr cylinder wiith a 7 nm sppacing betw
ween them,
00 nm per cylinder.
c
Ku
uriyama alsso notes thaat these dim
mensions alsso hold if
with a length of 20
um is substittuted for siliicon. He alsso includes tthe importannt option of an electrodee plate on
germaniu
the top and
a bottom of the diodee array, or an
a electro-conductive suubstrate for the bottom
m common
conducto
or. The smalllest diameteer that Kuriiyama cites as a practiccal example has a 1 nm
m cylinder
width wiith a 3 nm sp
pacing between the diod
des in 1000 nnm square ssemiconductoor dies, as seen in the
Figure on
n this page. This createss a diode den
nsity of apprroximately 11012 diodes pper cm2 thatt is on the
order of self-assembled quantum
m dot GaAs Schottky dioodes grown by atomic llayer molecuular beam
epitaxy (ALMBE) with
w InAs dotts which hav
ve a diode deensity of 1011 per cm2 (H
Hastas, 2003)).
Potential Product
P
Deevelopment
We are developing
d
3-4
3 initial pro
oduct sizes, targeted forr different poower levels and applicattions. The
first deviice might be a single layer VLSI chip
p, with apprrox. 10-50 M junctions too validate thhe concept
and prov
vide a test device for fu
urther develo
opment and selection off the best diodes, and thheir series
length. This
T would liikely only prroduce milliw
watts to wattt levels of ppower, but w
will be easy too produce
test IC’s and measurre the resultts in a varieety of enviroonments, inccluding in a faraday cagge, and at
5

varying temperature
t
levels. The second device would bbe a larger ddie, to optimize the diodde density,
with a taarget of 200-500M diod
des per IC, that
t
might pproduce an ooutput level of 50-100m
mw, which
have sign
nificant marrket potentiaal for sensorrs and otherr apps, like RFID tags, defense use, etc. Of
concern also is whether the phy
ysical junctiion area perr diode will be a factorr in power ggeneration
which wiill be tested with
w micron
n-sized diodees versus nanno-sized dioddes.
The nextt level produ
uct would bee to ‘stack’ multiple
m
layeers of the deevice design in order to aattempt to
achieve a power level that could
d be sufficieent for poweering devicees like sensoors, MP3 plaayers, and
some sim
mple low pow
wer cell pho
ones. Severral of these ddevices migght be used iin tandem too power a
typical ‘Smartphone’. This appllication wou
uld be of intterest to all Cell phonee manufactuurers, as it
would obviate
o
the need for recharging
r
of
o any celll phones ussing this appproach. Thhis could
dramatically expand the cellphon
ne market, particularly inn third worldd countries. The most interesting
arrangem
ment of diodee arrays mig
ght be a con
nvenient 10 ccm3 (10 cc w
with 2.1 cm
m per side), ccontaining
up to a hu
undred of th
he Phase 3 stacked arrayss, which migght yield a power sourcee of over 1000W !
J
noisse (ZPE) noonthermal ennergy per freequency bannd and the
Below iss a slide thatt estimates Johnson
beginning of the therrmal range which
w
has an “f” proportiionality insteead of 1/f deependency.

Both are estimated to
t be in the range of 10
011 per cm2 diode densitty. Using a conservative packing
o 2 mm perr layer (with
h 1.1 mm su
ubstrates), w
we can pack 5 diode arrray layers inn 1 cc and
density of
thereforee, 50 diode laayers in 10 cc.
c This raises the diodee density to 5 x 1012 diod
des (5 trillioon diodes)
in a 10 cc
c box. This is a favorable quantitty which couuld yield a potential esstimated 50 Watt DC
generatorr from therm
mal and nontthermal noisse combinedd, for the esttimate of 100 pW per diode.3 It is
3

For comp
parison, see Haaish, Bernard ett al., US patentt #7,379,286 “Q
Quantum Vacuuum Energy Exxtraction” whicch has a
very similaar estimate for energy output from a differen
nt, Casimir cavvity device of tthe same size bbox (10 cc).
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worthwh
hile noting th
hat an array of a trillion
n molecular switches haas been propposed using less than
-21
100 zJ (1
100 x 10 jo
oules) per sw
witch based on direct expperimental m
measuremennt of a singlee molecule
(Loppach
her, 2003). Loppacher
L
et
e al. also no
ote that it reequires “lesss than a fem
mtojoule of eenergy” to
switch a solid state transistor,
t
which may bee useful in aan advanced design of a switching D
DEAC for
AC outpu
ut. (Two sam
mples of the slideshow from
m the March, 22009 SPESIF
F meeting are below.)

Protottype Deveelopment S
Stages
Phase 1 prototype
p
in
nvolves hand
d assembling
g several 5000 – 2000 diodde arrays off an optimal zzero bias
diode, tessted in a shieelded enclossure and with
hout the shieelded enclosuure for compparison, sim
milar to the
Tom Sch
hum proof-off-principle diode
d
array with
w capacitoors for chargge storage. SW
WI www.sw
wri.org
This effo
ort is being expanded at this
t time, wiith limited fuunding.
p
is the next step
p, to design,, build, and ttest a one hu
undred thou
usand to 5 m
million
Phase 2 prototype
diode array with gro
oups like ww
ww.MOSIS.ccom for fabrrication and design for vvoltage, curreent and
power ou
utput. CNSE
E-Albany, thee Center for Nanoscale S
Sci and Techh, and NIST (CNST NannoFab)
are suitab
ble design/teest facilities that
t we may
y work with. This speciall large scale diode arrayy is
expected
d to continually produce at least the minimum
m
am
mount of elecctricity for uuseful purposses.
w be to manufacture a single layerr of microdioodes, estimaated to be in the range off 10-100
Phase 3 will
million diode
d
densitty. It is expected to confi
firm the expeected 100 mW
W output (att zero degreees) from
the conseervative estim
mate of a sin
ngle layer off 1 cm2. The very large sscale integrattion (VLSI) stage of
1
109 on a chip and 1011
per cm2 diiode density will very likkely require additional fu
funding.
Phase 4 - This phasee is designed
d to perform a series of fi
field tests witth any intereested partnerrs, who
a
w range, w
while determiining the opttimum produuct design
might have suitable applications
in the sub watt
and confi
figurations, and
a ancillary
y componentts like ultracaapacitors.
7

Potential Options and Methods for Commercialization
A one centimeter cube (1 cc) estimate of power generation is calculated below for a 10% efficiency.
It should be noted that such a volume can conveniently be flattened to fit into a cell phone with
dimensions on the order of 0.5 cm x 4 cm x 0.5 cm for example. Adding an ultracapacitor to the
power circuit will allow deeper current draw and a charging up of the cap overnight.

The final stage of the DEAC box development will involve a choice of
1) the Hastas self-assembled GaAs Schottky diodes or
2) the Kuriyama high density nano-size cylinder-shaped diodes.
Note - The University of Wisconsin-Madison reported in 2010 as working on utilizing noise with
zinc oxide crystals immersed in water to create energy with a 20% efficiency (J. Phys. Chem. Ltrs.,
DOI:10.1021/jz100027t). The University of Maryland has a “rectenna” diode array project under
Professor Dagenais and the University of Colorado at Boulder also has a rectenna terahertz/petahertz
project under the direction of Professor Moddel. In addition, the IRI Future Energy eNews has
reported on enhanced antennas that concentrate the ambient available electromagnetic energy which
can be converted into electricity. The latest in the series is November 2013 edition reprinting the
Duke University 37% efficient power-harvesting, rectifying metamaterial capturing “various forms of
electromagnetic wave energy” to convert them into useful electricity.
8
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Financial Plan
IRI-VALONE DEAC
PROJECT BUDGET
PERSONNEL COSTS
PROJECT DIRECTOR
TRAVEL
ENGINEER
SUBCONTRACTOR
CNST NANOFAB
AT NIST LAB

$ 80,000
$ 5,000
$ 10,000
$ 25,000
$ 5,000

TOTAL OF
PERSONNEL COSTS

$125,000

OTPS (Other Than
Personnel Services)
FACILITY RENT (TWOYEAR)
LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT
MOSIS FABRICATION
DIODES
INSTRUMENTATION
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
SUB-CONTRACTING
DESIGN
MAINTENANCE &
SUPPLIES
SOFTWARE

$ 10,000
$ 50,000
$ 50,000
$50,000
$40,000
$ 5,000
$10,000
$5,000
$5,000

TOTAL OF OTPS
COSTS

$225,000

TOTAL BUDGET

$350,000
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DEAC Slideshow presented to public audiences including the Naval
Strategic Studies Group in 2009

Diode Energy Array
Converters
Thermal and Nonthermal

Two Types of Energy Input for
Ambient Harvesting
Diode Energy Array Converters
1. Thermal Fluctuations and Ambient
RF Noise
2. Nonthermal Noise Fluctuations
Associated with Quantum Vacuum

Thomas Valone, PhD, PE
Integrity Research Institute
Navy Strategic Studies Group, Nov. 12, 2009
SPESIF-AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 1103, 2009
Updated for 2013

1. Thermal Rectification with Tunnel
Diodes
PRL, V. 40,
No. 18, 1978

Thermal Noise Voltage VN = 4kTRFBW
where R = resistance, T= absolute temp.,
k= Boltzmann const., and FBW= frequency
bandwidth in Hertz

Efficiency of Rectification
Marshaal (JAP 113, 2013) calculates thermal fluctuation’s
white noise probability, including harvesting ambient RF
radiation, using full wave rectification of rectennas a 64%
efficiency (half-wave diodes are ¼ as efficient)

Tunneling Diode Currents
• HRL Labs, 2006, DARPA contract1 developed BTD2 for field
radiometer with a noise equivalent power (NEP) of 1.1 pW/√Hz
• Thermal noise VN = 4kTRFBW is the biggest contribution
• Equivalent input noise ~ 1 nV/Hz½ (Luukanen, NIST Boulder)
Thermal
energy Æ
can be
rectified

Even higher efficiencies are predicted with
more rectification stages up to 98%

Diagram showing quantum tunneling
2BTD

= Backward Tunnel Diode

1Lynch,

Proc. of SPIE, 2006, p. 621101

1

Noise eq. power = pW/Hz½
semimetal-semiconductor

IRI is collaborating with Prof. Moddel – U of Colorado on the same rectennas

Diode developed at UC Santa Barbara

Diode Energy Array Converter
(DEAC) Possible Design
1) Kuriyama, Patent #7,183,127 cites
Brown patent “Diode Array” #3,890,161
Kuriyama: 1 nm diode pillars with
3 nm spacing yields 1012 diodes / cm2

Noise
Root
Power
Spectra

Å

Æ

White region

1/f

Northrop, 1997
textbook

“10%”

1/f noise graph - quantum dots
SI= 1 pA /√Hz

S J ( f ) = (2hf / R )coth( hf / 2kT )
Josephson jct, SJ= 10 pA /√Hz

2) Compares favorably to Hastas, 2003*
with GaAs Schottky diodes grown by
atomic layer molecular beam epitaxy
(ALMBE) yielding 1011 diodes / cm2

Koch,
1982
eV>>kT,
current
spectral
density in R,
SI= hf/πR

*Hastas, J App Phys, 93, 7, 2003, p. 3990

Series and parallel arrangement of diode groups to be optimized

f

Tsormpatzoglou, 2005

2. Nonthermal Energy

Quantum fluctuations of the
vacuum create virtual particles
(real for an instant) that produce
shielding & mechanical force

Koltick experiment

• Zero-point energy is not
conserved
• Helium stays liquid < 1°K
• ZPE density = 220 erg/cc
in optical region
Electron-positron production

Casimir force pushes

2

Rectifying Thermal and Nonthermal
Electric Noise
• Brown patent, metal-metal
diodes #3,890,161
• Single electron transistors
(SET) high noise at zero
bias
• High resistance good for
more thermal noise
• Not related to Peltier effect
that needs current flow
• Self-assembled diodes
• Peptide molecular
photodiodes 1 nm across

current
direction

1 nm

1 nm

Yasutomi et al. 2004 Science 304 1944

Nonthermal Energy in the Lab

“Laboratory Tests on Dark Energy”
Christian Beck, U of London, Jour. of Phys.,
Confer. Series 31, 2006, p. 123-130

• Josephson junction meas. at 10
GHz to 500 GHz (fJ = 2eV/h)
• Spectral density is Planck’s 2nd
radiation law for ZPE (h fJ > kT)
• Dashed line is Planck’s first law
for oscillators w/o ZPE (eV<kT)
• Dark energy = vacuum
fluctuations directly affects
electrons and other charges
• Beck analyzed Koch results
• Koch, UC Berkeley, Phys. Rev.
B, 26, 1, 1982
- Valuable for space travel -

Nonthermal Spectral Density
Picojoules per second (pJ/s) = picowatts (pW)

Vacuum Fluctuations Spectral Density Equation*
1017

Compare to
Hz
using 1 nm = λ
resonant wavelength
of diode junction
and c/λ = f, put into

Einstein’s E=hf
keV or femtojoule
(10-15 J)
*Milonni, The Quantum Vacuum,
Academic Press, 1994, p. 49

ω2

h

∫ ρ (ω )dω = 8π

ω1

2 3

c

(ω

4
2

− ω14

)

eV/m3

390 eV/nm3 = 10-15 J/nm3 = 1012J/m3

Defense Interest in Quantum Vacuum Fluctuations

Combined Noise Estimate
Intro. to Instrumentation and Meas., CRC Press, Northrop, 1997
Voltage fluctuation noise: nanovolt (nV) per root hertz*
Current fluctuation noise: femtoampere (fA) per root hertz
(thermal noise, RF and light scatter all contribute to this estimate)
Using Koch’s measured frequency THz upper limit for current noise:

(10 nV/Hz1/2)(10 fA/Hz1/2)(1012 Hz) = 0.1 nW = 100 pW
Same order of magnitude
Now use gamma ray (1023 Hz) as upper
frequency limit. ZPE density = 390 MeV/fm3
and an electron is a few femtometers in size, so
vacuum energy density is 60 pJ per electron

Assume a 10% efficiency yields 10 pW per diode for a
conservative estimate
*Also see Luukanen, NIST Quantum Electrical Metrology
Division, Proc. of SPIE, V. 5410, 2004 (eq. noise nV/Hz ½)
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DEAC Power Cell with THz Limit

IRI Diode Energy Converter Research

For a 10 cm3 (10 cc) box and 10% efficiency = 10 pW/diode
Nano-sized diodes = 1011 per cm2
assuming 2 mm per layer with 1 mm
substrate, yields 50 diode layers =
5 trillion diodes × 10 pW = 50W

Å 1.0 cm Æ

Therefore, a 1 cc “sugar” cube = 5 W

10 Megohm resistor in series with 10 diodes

This conservative estimate, assuming only a 10% efficiency for
total energy conversion, still reaches the kW/m3 range of
production, 24/7 from ambient thermal and non-thermal
energy combined. This calculation also ignores the 1/f and the f
range of noise that exceeds 10 nV and 10 fA per root hertz.
Keithley 486 Picoammeter reads 2.27 nanoamps constant current with or w/o resistor in series

Updated for 2013

Voltage Readings with 10 Meg

Diode Array Example

23 mV
across
10 MΩ
= 2.3 nA
Two views of IRI Electromagnetics Research Lab

Courtesy of Tom Schum

Nonthermal Energy Summary
Photon energy
E = mc 2
ZPE energy
Physical cross
sectional area
Scattering
cross section

Microsphere

Nanosphere

Picosphere

Femtosphere

1 eV

1keV

1 MeV

1 GeV

infrared

optical

Si: 10 44 eV
390 meV/μm

Ag: 10 17 eV
3

390 eV/nm

3

3 x 10 -12 m 2

3 x 10 -18 m 2

10 -8 m 2

10 -15 m 2

X-rays

Pt: 10 11 eV
390 keV/pm

Highest

p: 940 MeV
3

390 MeV/fm

energy
3

3 x 10 -24 m 2

3 x 10 -30 m 2

10 -21 m 2

10 -30 m 2

Density:
picojoules

*Classical electron radius e2/mc2 = 2.8 fm
Electromagnetic
Dual sphere Mead
Focusing ZPE Ford

Valone, Practical
Conversion of ZPE, 2003

Mechanical
Casimir engine Pinto
Cavity
QED
Haroche
Spatial squeezingHu
Casimir
cavity
optimized design Maclay
Vibrating
cavity
photon emission Hizhnyakov

Fluid Dynamic
Inertia Effects Froning
Hydrodynamic
model – Bohm
Casimir cavity Maclay

Further Research Details

Gamma rays

Thermodynamic
Quantum coherence Allahverdyan, Scully
Brownian motors Astumian
Transient fluctuation
theorem - Crooks
Thermal
fluctuation
rectifiers – Brown,
Ibarra-Bracamontes,
Engel
Quantum Brownian
nonthermal rectifiers Goychuk

• Single layer series testing to be pursued for next paper
• Two independent verifications of zero bias diode array
already have surfaced
• Refrigeration effect is expected
• Hastas (GaAs Schottky diodes) measured 100 pA of
forward current at zero bias
• Hundreds of kW/m3 is possible even without RF energy
harvesting and 1/f and f contributions
• Noise amplification is well known, enhancement of shot
noise is an example that resulted in charge accumulation
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Engineering Consultant to DEAC Project - Dr. Garret Moddel, University of Colorado

RECTENNA SOLAR CELLS, METAL-INSULATOR
TECHNOLOGY & GEOMETRIC DIODES
Optical Rectennas: Quantum theory of operation & experimental results
Ultra-high-speed metal-insulator device technology
Ultra-high speed, low capacitance, low resistance diodes for rectenna solar cells and more

Introduction to Rectenna Solar Cells
http://ecee.colorado.edu/~moddel/QEL/Rectenna.html
—

—
—

Overview and challenges: “Will Rectenna Solar Cells Be Practical?”, G. Moddel, Ch.
1 in Rectennas Solar Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover, editors, (Springer, New York,
2013). PDF
Comprehensive reviews: Rectennas Solar Cells, Garret Moddel and Sachit Grover,
editors, (Springer, New York, 2013). Springer Amazon
Brief overview: “Solar power conversion using diodes coupled to antennas,” Garret
Moddel, Zixu Zhu and Sachit Grover, 6 September 2011, SPIE Newsroom. link

Lab Publications
—
—

““Will Rectenna Solar Cells Be Practical?”, G. Moddel, Ch. 1 in Rectennas Solar
Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover, editors, (Springer, New York, 2013). PDF
“Optical Frequency Rectification”, S. Grover, and G. Moddel, Ch. 2 in Rectennas
Solar Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover, editors, (Springer, New York, 2013). PDF

—

“Efficiency Limits for Solar Spectrum Rectification”, S. Joshi, S. Grover, and G.
Moddel, Ch. 3 in Rectennas Solar Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover, editors,
(Springer, New York, 2013). PDF

—

“Metal Single-Insulator and Multi-Insulator Diodes for Rectenna Solar Cells”, S.
Grover, and G. Moddel, Ch. 5 in Rectennas Solar Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover,
editors, (Springer, New York, 2013). PDF

—

“Geometric Diodes for Optical Rectennas”, Z. Zhu, S. Joshi, S. Grover, and G.
Moddel, Ch. 10 in Rectennas Solar Cells, G. Moddel and S. Grover, editors,
(Springer, New York, 2013). PDF

—

“Overview of optical rectennas for solar energy harvesting,” invited paper, Zixu
Zhu, Saumil Joshi, Bradley Pelz and Garret Moddel, Next Generation (Nano)
Photonic and Cell Technologies for Solar Energy Conversion IV, edited by Oleg V.
Sulima, Gavin Conibeer, Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8824, 88240O-1 - 88240O-11. PDF

—

“Graphene Geometric Diodes for Terahertz Rectennas,” Z. Zhu, S. Joshi, S.
Grover, and G Moddel, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46, 185101 (2013). PDF

—

“Efficiency limits of rectenna solar cells: Theory of broadband photon-assisted
tunneling," S. Joshi and G. Moddel, Applied Physics Letters, 102, 083901 (2013).
PDF

—

“Quantum theory of operation for rectenna solar cells,” S. Grover, S. Joshi and G.
Moddel, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46, 135106 (2013). PDF

—

“Ultrahigh Speed Graphene Diode with Reversible Polarity,” G. Moddel, Z. Zhu, S.
Grover, and S. Joshi, Solid State Commun., 152, 1842-1845 (2012). PDF

—

“Infrared response of geometric diode rectenna solar cells,” S. Joshi, Z. Zhu, S.
Grover, and G. Moddel, IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, Austin, TX,
June 3-8, 2012. abstract PDF

—

"Engineering the current–voltage characteristics of metal–insulator–metal diodes
using double-insulator tunnel barriers," S. Grover and G. Moddel, Solid State
Electron., 67, 94-99 (2012). PDF

—

"Applicability of Metal/Insulator/Metal (MIM) Diodes to Solar Rectennas," S.
Grover and G. Moddel, IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics, 1, 78-83 (2011). PDF

—

Diodes for Optical Rectennas, Sachit Grover, PhD Thesis, University of Colorado,

2011. PDF
—

“Solar power conversion using diodes coupled to antennas,” Garret Moddel, Zixu
Zhu and Sachit Grover, 6 September 2011, SPIE Newsroom. PDF

—

“Optical Rectenna Solar Cells Using Graphene Geometric Diodes,” Z. Zhu, S.
Grover, K. Krueger, G. Moddel, IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, Seattle,
WA, June 19-24, 2011, pp. 002120- 002122. abstract PDF

—

“Nanoscale geometric diodes for improved rectenna solar cells,” Z. Zhu, S. Grover,
K. Krueger and G. Moddel, 5th (OSA) International Conference on Nanophotonics,
Fudan University, Shanghai, China 22-26 May, 2011

—

“Traveling-Wave Metal/Insulator/Metal Diodes for Improved Infrared Bandwidth
and Efficiency of Antenna-Coupled Rectifiers, ” S. Grover, O. Dmitriyeva, M. J.
Estes, and G. Moddel, IEEE Trans. Nanotechnology, 99, 716-722 (2010). PDF

—

"Geometric diode, applications and method”, G. Moddel, US Patent Application No.
20110017284, filed July 17, 2009 (provisional submitted July 18, 2008). link

—

“Surface plasmon devices,” Michael J. Estes and Garret Moddel, U.S. Patent No.
7,177,515 (2007). link

—

“Interconnected High Speed Electron Tunneling Devices,” Michael J. Estes and
Garret Moddel, U.S. Patent No. 7,126,151 (2006). link

—

“Terahertz Interconnect System and Applications,” Michael J. Estes and Garret
Moddel, U.S. Patent No. 6,967,347 (2005). link

—

"Macroelectronics: Perspectives on Technology and Applications, " R. Reuss, with
G. Moddel, et al., Proc. IEEE 93 (7), 1239-1256 (2005). PDF

—

"Detectors at the Intersection of Photons and Electromagnetic Fields or, Where
Einstein Meets Maxwell," invited paper, B. Eliasson and G. Moddel, Spring Meeting

of the Materials Research Society, San Francisco, March 28-April 1, 2005.
abstract
—

"Terahertz device integrated antenna for use in resonant and non-resonant modes
and method," "Manoja D. Weiss, Blake J. Eliasson and Garret Moddel, U.S. Patent
No. 6,835,949 (2004). link

—

“High speed electron tunneling device and applications,” G. Moddel, and B. J.
Eliasson, U.S. Patent No. 6,756,649, issued 2004. link

—

Rectenna solar cells: “Metal-oxide electron tunneling device for solar energy
conversion,” B. J. Eliasson, and G. Moddel, U.S. Patent No. 6,534,784, issued 2003.
link

—

Rectenna solar cells: Metal-Insulator Diodes for Solar Energy Conversion, Blake J.
Eliasson, PhD Thesis, University of Colorado, 2001. PDF

Phiar Corporation
—

Whatever happened to Phiar Corporation?

Popular Press
—

New Scientist: Is night falling on classical solar cells?

— Scientific American
—

IEEE Spectrum

Overview
— Metal-insulator electronics

Dr. Valone with a handful of the full house of Navy Commanders who were briefed (below) for
three hours on the applications for zero point energy converters for practical use in 2009

Thomas Valone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Dunn <jpdunn1@charter.net>
Monday, April 01, 2013 10:40 AM
iri@erols.com; 'Rick Payne'
intro for the massive diode array project

Tom ‐ I have discussed the massive diode array project with several people in the IC business, including Rick Payne at TI.
He is prepared to discuss this further with some fab. engineers at TI, and has some questions for you.
I think that what we want to do can be done fairly easily, with very high junction densities, but we need to pick the
proper diode devices.
Thanks,
Jim Dunn
Future Solar Systems, LLC
508‐560‐9421
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Thomas Valone
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline & Thomas Valone <jtvalone@gmail.com>
Sunday, May 15, 2011 8:10 PM
Thomas Valone
Fwd: Aloha from Hawaii

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

xxx
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: hyson@planetpuna.com <hyson@planetpuna.com>
Date: Tue, May 10, 2011 at 7:31 PM
Subject: Aloha from Hawaii
To: IRI@starpower.net, adrainbarber1@gmail.com
Aloha Dr. Valone,
Thanks for talking with me. We are interested in helping to developing the zero bias diode.
In particular, my colleague Adrian Barber is most interested in speaking with you about all this.
Contact information:
Adrian Barber email: adrainbarber1@gmail.com
Michael Hyson email: michaelhyson@yahoo.com
(profile at: www.planetpuna.com/hyson)
Please let us know a good time to call. We are Greenwich -10
Mahalo,
Dr. Michael Hyson

-Jacqueline Valone
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Wireless Device Converts
“Lost” Energy into Electric
Power
By Karyn Hede, Duke University, Nov. 7, 2013, http://www.pratt.duke.edu/news/wirelessdevice-converts-lost-energy-electric-power

Using inexpensive materials configured and tuned to capture microwave signals, researchers
at Duke University’s Pratt School of Engineering have designed a power-harvesting device
with efficiency similar to that of modern solar panels.
The device wirelessly converts the microwave signal to direct current voltage capable of
recharging a cell phone battery or other small electronic device, according to a report
appearing in the journal Applied Physics Letters in December 2013. (It is now available
online.)
It operates on a similar principle to solar panels, which convert light energy into electrical
current. But this versatile energy harvester could be tuned to harvest the signal from other
energy sources, including satellite signals, sound signals or Wi-Fi signals, the researchers
say.
The key to the power harvester lies in its application of metamaterials, engineered structures
that can capture various forms of wave energy and tune them for useful applications.
Undergraduate engineering student Allen Hawkes, working with graduate student Alexander
Katko and lead investigator Steven Cummer, professor of electrical and computer
engineering, designed an electrical circuit capable of harvesting microwaves.

Duke engineering students Alexander Katko (left) and Allen Hawkes show a waveguide containing a single powerharvesting metamaterial cell, which provides enough energy to power the attached green LED.

They used a series of five fiberglass and copper energy conductors wired together on a
circuit board to convert microwaves into 7.3V of electricity. By comparison, Universal Serial
Bus (USB) chargers for small electronic devices provide about 5V.
“We were aiming for the highest energy efficiency we could achieve,” said Hawkes. “We had
been getting energy efficiency around 6 to 10 percent, but with this design we were able to
dramatically improve energy conversion to 37 percent, which is comparable to what is
achieved in solar cells.”
“It’s possible to use this design for a lot of different frequencies and types of energy,
including vibration and sound energy harvesting,” Katko said. “Until now, a lot of work with
metamaterials has been theoretical. We are showing that with a little work, these materials
can be useful for consumer applications.”
For instance, a metamaterial coating could be applied to the ceiling of a room to redirect and
recover a Wi-Fi signal that would otherwise be lost, Katko said. Another application could be
to improve the energy efficiency of appliances by wirelessly recovering power that is now lost
during use.

“The properties of metamaterials allow for design flexibility not possible with ordinary devices
like antennas,” said Katko. “When traditional antennas are close to each other in space they
talk to each other and interfere with each other’s operation. The design process used to
create our metamaterial array takes these effects into account, allowing the cells to work
together.”

This five-cell metamaterial array developed by Duke engineers converts stray microwave energy, as from a WiFi
hub, into more than 7 volts of electricity with an efficiency of 36.8 percent—comparable to a solar cell.

With additional modifications, the researchers said the power-harvesting metamaterial could
potentially be built into a cell phone, allowing the phone to recharge wirelessly while not in
use. This feature could, in principle, allow people living in locations without ready access to a
conventional power outlet to harvest energy from a nearby cell phone tower instead.
“Our work demonstrates a simple and inexpensive approach to electromagnetic power
harvesting,” said Cummer. “The beauty of the design is that the basic building blocks are
self-contained and additive. One can simply assemble more blocks to increase the
scavenged power.”
For example, a series of power-harvesting blocks could be assembled to capture the signal
from a known set of satellites passing overhead, the researchers explained. The small

amount of energy generated from these signals might power a sensor network in a remote
location such as a mountaintop or desert, allowing data collection for a long-term study that
takes infrequent measurements.
The research was supported by a Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative from the
Army Research Office (Contract No. W911NF-09-1-0539).
An open access copy of the original report is freely available from Duke University for those
who do not have access to Applied Physics Review.

